
Dr. Neubauer Table tennis

Rubber and blade chart 2014.

Including all information about the following new products:

Dr.Neubauer NUMBER 1 (long pimples)

Dr.Neubauer MATADOR (blade for pimple-out + Anti-Spin rubbers)

1) Rubbers

a. Long pimples with friction
NUMBER 1 NEW ! Discover new pleasures of the game!

Price EURO 36.00

Category Long pimples with friction

Colours red + black

Sponge OX + 0.6 + 1.0

Speed 55

Spin 80

Control 87

NUMBER 1 comes with a totally new rubber formula and vertical pimple alignment.

Overall NUMBER 1 provides fantastic control at all levels.

This is particularly noticeable while returning services and blocking against fast topspin balls.

The ball hereby bounces even lower on the other side of the table.

NUMBER 1 is also very efficient for putting pressure on your opponent. The rubber is highly versatile and will 

enable you to produce all standard long pimple attacking shots at ease.

NUMBER 1 is a great match for nearly all long pimple players, find out for yourself!

ALLROUND PREMIUM The extraordinary Allround-Weapon

Price EURO 36.00

Category Long pimples with friction

Colours red + black

Sponge OX + 0.6 + 1.0 + 1.3

Speed 55

Spin 85

Control 85

ALLROUND PREMIUM offers a very good control und enables to produce a highly versatile and thus 

dangerous game. The rubber produces a very good disruptive effect while blocking close to the table 

and is at the same time an excellent choice for aggressive blocking and even hitting and counter-attacking 

against topspin shots.

ALLROUND PREMIUM is also a great asset for classical defence since it enables the player to impart any 

amount of spin while offering a wonderful control.

DESPERADO The long pimple rubber from another dimension

Price EURO 36.00

Category Long pimples with friction

Colours red + black

Sponge OX + 0.6 + 1.0

Speed 55

Spin 81

Control 83

DESPERADO is a long pimple rubber that is particularly effective while blocking close to the table. 

The ball can be blocked passively or aggressively against topspin through a sort of push-blocking technique 
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where the ball is being “pushed down” while holding the bat in a rather closed angle. 

At the same time the rubber enables dynamic attacking shots and provides a good control.

Available in OX and with 0.6 + 1.0 sponge.

INFERNO CLASSIC

Price EURO 36.00

Category Long pimples with friction

Colours red + black

Sponge OX + 0.6 + 1.0

Speed 58

Spin 78

Control 85

INFERNO CLASSIC is available without sponge (OX) and with a normal sponge of 0.6 and 1.0

The OX-Version produces the best disruptive effect while blocking close to the table.

The versions with 0.6 and 1.0 sponge also produce a good disruptive effect however they also offer

even better attacking possibilities and a slightly better control.

FIGHTER

Price EURO 29.90

Category Long pimples with friction

Colours red + black

Sponge OX + 1.2 Available with 1.2 dampening sponge!

Speed 60

Spin 65

Control 89

FIGHTER is available without sponge (OX) and with 1.2 dampening sponge.

The OX-Version enables an aggressive game with disruptive effect

The 1.2 dampening sponges reduces the speed, offers a very good control and makes the ball bounce 

very low.

MONSTER CLASSIC

Price EURO 36.00

Category Long pimples with friction

Colours red + black

Sponge 1.0, 1.6 + 2.0

Speed 75

Spin 65

Control 85

BOOMERANG CLASSIC

Price EURO 36.00

Category Long pimples with friction

Colours rot + schwarz

Sponge OX, 0.6 + 1.0

Speed 50

Spin 68

Control 91

MONSTER CLASSIC is most effective for aggressive blocking and counter-attacking

(especially on topspin) close to the table with long pimples that have friction.

BOOMERANG CLASSIC is our weapon for chopping with long pimples that have friction.

b. Anti-Topspin
A-B-S
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Price EURO 46.00

Category Anti-Topspin

Colours red + black

Sponge 1.2, 1.5 + 1.8

Speed 60

Control 85

Disruptive effect 100

ANTI SPECIAL

Price EURO 46.00

Category Anti-Topspin

Colours red + black

Sponge 1.2, 1.5 + 1.8

Speed 65

Control 85

Disruptive effect 100

GORILLA

Price EURO 46.00

Category Anti-Topspin

Colours red + black

Sponge

  normal sponge: 0.6 + 1.0

  dampening sponge: 1.2 + 1.5 Also available with dampening sponge!

Speed 75

Control 80

Disruptive effect 100

GRIZZLY

Price EURO 46.00

Category Anti-Topspin

Colours red + black

Sponge 1.0, 1.6 + 2.0

Speed 77

Control 85

Disruptive effect 95

GRIZZLY version with slow A-B-S sponge!

Price EURO 46.00

Category Anti-Topspin

Colours red + black

Sponge 1.2, 1.5 + 1.8

Speed 67

Control 85

Disruptive effect 95

Both A-B-S and ANTI SPECIAL are decisively slower than our Anti-Spin rubbers GORILLA and GRIZZLY.

Both rubbers offer a much better control and produce a good spin reversal. Especially A-B-S enables a 

highly effective blocking game since it is a bit slower than ANTI SPECIAL.

At the same time they enable aggressive pushing and lifting, especially on chopped balls.

Both A-B-S and ANTI SPECIAL have a new rubber formula for the topsheet and a new type of sponge. Thus 

the rubbers come very close to our old frictionless long pimples.

The 1.2 version is the slowest in both cases and hence the most effective for short blocking close to the 

table.The version with 1.5 sponge is slightly faster and thus a bit more effective for attacking. The 1.8 

version enables both good blocking and most of all attacking.
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As to GORILLA please note that the new version with 1.2 and 1.5 dampening sponge is much slower 

and offers a much better control than the versions with 0.6 and 1.0 sponge.

GRIZZLY is still our Anti-Spin rubber that provides the best attacking possibilities . However it is not easy to 

control and requires a lot of practise.

The new version of GRIZZLY with 'A-B-S' dampening sponge offers both a very good spin reversal and a 

very good control. On top of that the rubber enables aggressive pushing and lifting.

c. Half-long pimples
DIAMANT

Price EURO 36.00

Category half-long pimples

Colours red + black

Sponge OX+1.2+1.5+1.8+2.1

Speed 90

Spin 76

Control 78

d. Short pimples
KILLER Short pimples with astounding disruptive effect

Price EURO 36.00

Category short pimples

Colours red + black

Sponge 1.5 + 1.8 + 2.0 + MAX

Speed 94

Spin 80

Control 94

KILLER is a new type of rubber with short, nearly halflong pimples which also provide an excellent control 

but most of all a good disruptive effect. It is an ideal weapon for blocking, counter-attacking and hitting close 

to the table however its great control also makes it a good alternative for classical defence.

This makes KILLER a “must-have” for most short and halflong pimple players!

TERMINATOR

Price EURO 36.00

Category short pimples

Colours red + black

Sponge OX only (textile reinforcement)

Speed 84

Spin 81

Control 76

TERMINATOR is a new development for short pimples with textile reinforcement (no sponge) that offers

very interesting playing characteristics since it produces a disruptive effect while blocking, counter-attacking 

and hitting. TERMINATOR also enables a very dynamic and efficient game while playing against chopped 

balls. It can also be used to produce a fast "duy loop". 

Also the ball bounces very low while counter-attacking and straight hitting.

PISTOL

Price EURO 36.00

Category short pimples

Colours red + black

Sponge 1.0+1.6+2.0

Speed 104

Spin 82
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Control 90

LEOPARD

Price EURO 36.00

Category short pimples

Colours red + black

Sponge OX+1.0+1.5+2.0

Speed 88

Spin 78

Control 80

TORNADO ULTRA

Price EURO 36.00

Category short pimples

Colours red + black

Sponge 1.5+2.0

Speed 102

Spin 86

Control 76

DIAMANT provides the best disruptive effect while blocking, counter-attacking and hitting, followed by 

LEOPARD which is also very effective for chopping.

PISTOL offers high speed and an astonishing control, whereas TORNADO ULTRA is most effective at 

producing spin.

TERMINATOR (short pimples with textile reinforcement) requires some practise hours however it will then 

enable you to produce a very effective allround type of game with disruptive effect. 

KILLER combines speed, disruptive effect and control at an increadibly high level, try it out!

Reversed rubbers
SPECIAL DEFENCE

Price EURO 39.00

Category Reversed rubber

Colours red + black

Sponge 1.0+1.2+1.5

Speed 72

Spin 92

Control 98

DOMINATION

Price EURO 39.00

Category Reversed rubber

Colours red+ black

Sponge 1.2+1.5+1.8+2.1

Speed 95

Spin 100

Control 78

DOMINATION has a very grippy surface that produces a maximum of spin. In that regard this rubber is an 

excellent choice for an offensive game based on spin (with 1.8 and 2.1) and for chopping (1.2 and 1.5)

SPECIAL DEFENCE also produces very good spin however it also provides an outstanding control for 

chopping. This way you can produce an aggressive chop stroke that stays very low after the bounce on 

the other side of the table.

DOMINATION SPEED

Price EURO 39.00
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Category Reversed rubber

Colours red + black

Sponge 1.5+1.8+2.1

Speed 105

Spin 96

Control 74

GOLIATH SPEED

Price EURO 39.00

Category Reversed rubber

Colours red + black

Sponge 1.5+1.8+2.1

Speed 108

Spin 95

Control 74

DOMINATION SPEED is a bit softer and produces a lot of spin while looping. This rubber provides a good

control for a modern attacking game.

GOLIATH SPEED is a bit harder and faster. The ideal weapon for powerful looper.

2) Blades
MATADOR NEW! The new offensive blade for use with pimple-out/Anti-Spin

Price EURO 49.00

Category OFF-

Weight appr. 88g

Plies 7

Total thickness 6

Handle type straight-flared-anatomic-Pen

Speed 93

Control 90

Rigidity 88

Size of blade (H x W) 15.3 x 15.3cm

This new development has been conceived for players using pimple-out or Anti-Spin rubbers that have a 

preference for fast blades, yet require a high level of control and disruptive effect.

MATADOR provides astounding power for a modern attacking game. Fast topspin shots as well as looping 

with a lot of rotation are both very easy to perform.

MATADOR also produce a distinctive disruptive effect when used with pimple-out or Anti-Spin rubbers.

Most importantly this blade produces the low bounce that all pimple-out or Anti-Spin players are traditionally 

looking for. When used with offensive pips-out rubbers this blade provides all you need for a powerful and 

highly effective attacking game. MATADOR is relatively rigid yet still provides a remarkable “touch” for 

the ball, offering a surprisingly good control for all playing strokes.

HERCULES The ultimate combination blade

Price EURO 119.00

Category ALL

Weight appr. 85g

Plies 5

Total thickness 6

Handle type straight-flared-anatomic-Pen

Speed 80

Control 92

Rigidity 90

Size of blade (H x W) 15.3 x 15.3cm
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HERCULES is the best combination blade we have ever developed.

It is the downright perfect weapon for highly disruptive balls while blocking close to the table, the ball can

be returned very short and tends to “dive” considerably.

HERCULES also comes with very good control.

PHENOMENON Amazing control for combination players

Price EURO 59.00

Category ALL

Weight appr. 78g

Plies 7

Total thickness 9

Handle type straight-flared-anatomic-Pen

Speed 80

Control 100

Rigidity 86

Size of blade (H x W) 15.3 x 15.3cm

PHENOMENON is also characterised by a highly disruptive effect when used with pimple-out and Anti-Spin 

rubbers. The other excellent feature of this blade is its control.

PHENOMENON not only provides modern combination bat players with the required effectiveness while 

blocking close to the table, but also with a superb feeling for the ball.

This allround blade also comes with enough speed for attacking shots such as counter-attacking, hitting 

and looping (topspin).

WORLD CHAMPION

Price EURO 49.00

Category OFF-

Weight appr. 80g

Plies 5

Total thickness 7

Handle type straight-flared-anatomic-Pen

Speed 92

Control 91

Rigidity 85

Size of blade (H x W) 15.3 x 15.3cm

This OFF- blade slows down the ball with pips-out and Anti-Spin rubbers.

At the same time a highly dynamic topspin game can be performed with fast inverted rubbers.

Also deadly attacking shots can be produced with offensive short pimples.

BULLDOG

Price EURO 49.00

Category All

Weight appr. 69g

Plies 7

Total thickness 8

Handle type straight-flared-anatomic-Pen

Speed 85

Control 92

Rigidity 87

Size of blade (H x W) 15.3 x 15.3cm

This  blade reduces the speed with pips-out and Anti-Spin rubbers.

Also it enables to produce deadly hitting strokes with offensive short or half-long pimpled rubbers.

When used with fast reversed rubbers BULLDOG becomes a deadly topspin weapon.

KUNG FU
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Price EURO 59.00

Category All

Weight appr. 85g

Plies 7

Total thickness 4.svi

Handle type straight-flared-anatomic-Pen

Speed 78

Control 92

Rigidity 85

Size of blade (H x W) 15.3 x 15.3cm

A very good development for combination bat players. KUNG FU produces a maximum of disruptive effect 

with Anti-Spin and pimples-out rubbers. KUNG FU is a bit softer and slower than GLADIATOR.

BARRICADE DEF

Price EURO 49.00

Category Def+

Weight appr. 52g

Plies 7

Total thickness 6

Handle type straight-flared-anatomic

Speed 68

Control 95

Rigidity 87

Size of blade (H x W) 16.5 x 16.3cm

A defensive blade with great control. Enables very safe chopping as well as short blocking close to the table 

with our Anti-Spin rubbers.

FIREWALL PLUS

Price EURO 49.00

Category All

Weight appr. 66g

Plies 5

Total thickness 10

Handle type straight-flared-anatomic-Pen

Speed 82

Control 92

Rigidity 88

Size of blade (H x W) 16.5 x 16.3cm

Our Allround bestseller. Great control and dynamic attacking possibilities.

HIGH TECHNOLOGY PLUS

Price EURO 79.00

Category Off

Weight appr. 64g

Plies 5

Total thickness 12

Handle type straight-flared-anatomic-Pen

Speed 93

Control 90

Rigidity 92

Size of blade (H x W) 16.5 x 16.3cm

Offensive blade with very good control. It provides tremendous speed for looping and hitting as well as very 
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good attacking possibilities through aggressive pushing and lifting with our Anti-Spin rubbers or long pimples 

with friction.

TITAN

Price EURO 140.00

Category All

Weight appr. 65g

Plies 7

Total thickness 10

Handle type straight-flared-anatomic-Pen

Speed Forehand 87

Speed Backhand 70

Control 100

Rigidity 87

Size of blade (H x W) 15.2 x 15.6cm

An excellent choice for combination bat players since it provides both a maximum of disruptive effect with 

pips-out and Anti-Spin rubbers and very good attacking possitilities on the other side which is faster.

COMBINATION EFFECT

Price EURO 140.00

Category All

Weight appr. 70g

Plies 6

Total thickness 12

Handle type straight-flared-anatomic-Pen

Speed Forehand 85

Speed Backhand 74

Control 100

Rigidity 89

Size of blade (H x W) 16.8 x 16.2cm

The backhand side of this blade is slower and therefore an excellent weapon for Anti-Spin or pimples-out rubbers.

The forehand side is faster and enables a dynamic attacking game.

SPECIAL

Price EURO 140.00

Category All

Weight appr. 68g

Plies 7

Total thickness 14

Handle type straight-flared-anatomic-Pen

Speed 85

Control 100

Rigidity 88

Size of blade (H x W) 16.8 x 16.2cm

Outstanding control for blocking, counter-attacking and hitting.
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